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TEXAS LOTTERY LAUNCHES NEW DRAW GAME
SALES FOR TEXAS TRIPLE CHANCE™ START SEPT. 27, FIRST DRAWING SEPT. 28
(AUSTIN) – The Texas Lottery today announced the launch of its newest draw game Texas Triple
Chance™. Texas Triple Chance becomes one of nine draw games offered by the Texas Lottery and
joins existing draw games Lotto Texas®, All or Nothing™, Texas Two Step®, Pick 3™, Daily 4™, Cash
Five® as well as the multistate draw games, Powerball® and Mega Millions®.
“We are excited to offer this fun, new game to our players that features three chances to win $100,000
in every play,” said Gary Grief, executive director of the Texas Lottery. “Players won’t be the only
winners though, as we estimate that Texas Triple Chance will result in approximately $29.3 million in
revenue for public education over the next five years.”
Drawings for the Texas Triple Chance game will take place at the Texas Lottery’s Austin headquarters
located at 611 E. 6th Street. Drawings will be held Monday through Saturday at 10:12 p.m. CT.

How to Play Texas Triple Chance


Each play costs $2 per drawing, and each play includes three chances to win a prize.



For chance 1: Player picks seven numbers from one to 55 or marks the “Quick Pick” box on a
playslip which lets the terminal pick the numbers.



For chance 2 and chance 3: The seven numbers will always be Quick Picks and will
automatically print on a player’s ticket.



Multi-Draw option: Player may purchase the same play (three sets of seven numbers) for more
than one drawing by marking the “Multi-Draw” box to play up to 12 consecutive drawings.
How to Win



The Texas Lottery will draw 10 numbers from one to 55. The top prize can be won by
matching all seven numbers in any one chance to the numbers drawn.



A player matching three or more numbers in any one chance will win a prize ranging from $2
up to $100,000.
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Overall odds of winning a prize in each chance are one in 9.6 and the overall odds of winning a prize
in a play are one in 3.6. The odds of winning a Texas Triple Chance top prize are one in 1,691,064.
More information about Texas Triple Chance can be found by visiting the Texas Lottery’s website or
by viewing the how-to-play video on the Texas Lottery’s YouTube channel.

About the Texas Lottery
Beginning with the first ticket sold in 1992, the Texas Lottery has generated $24 billion in revenue for
the state and distributed $47 billion in prizes to lottery players. Since 1997, the Texas Lottery has
contributed $18 billion to the Foundation School Fund, which supports public education in Texas. As
authorized by the Texas Legislature, certain Texas Lottery revenues benefit state programs including
the Fund for Veterans’ Assistance. Since the first veterans’ themed scratch ticket game was launched
in 2009, the Texas Lottery has contributed more than $52 million for programs benefitting Texas
veterans.
The Texas Lottery provides several entertaining games for lottery players including Powerball®, Mega
Millions®, Lotto Texas®, All or Nothing™, Texas Two Step®, Pick 3™, Daily 4™, Cash Five®, Texas
Triple Chance™ and scratch ticket games. For more information visit us on Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, YouTube or at www.txlottery.org.

Editors/News Directors, note: Images of the Texas Triple Chance logo and how-to-play brochure
are attached in JPEG format.
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